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Class Attendance High

Strike Fails To Shut Down Campus
By ISABEL Li:CRON
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
Attempts to close down the campus
by the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) are continuing as the strike
enters its third day.
Despite these efforts the administration said campus operations were running smoothly and attendance was
normal.
President Robert D. ’ Clark commented "My earlier conviction that the
majority of faculty and students are in

Class Status
Students who have been unable
to secure instruction at the
regular time and place and oho
wish to know nhat their status
is should se,e their Sei i Deans:
Dean Moore, Applied serener and
Arts (MH431); Dean Wright,
Business (07); Dean Leu, Education (EDI03); Dean Gunderson,
Engineering (E143); Dean Moorhead, Humanities and Arte (SD204); Dean Barry, N a t u ral
Sciences and Mathematics
(S127).
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opposition to the strike has been confirmed. I am most appreciative of the
fact that the AFT has kept peace and
prevented violence on cumpus."
is hoping to cut off delivery of
supplies to the campus by turning back
union truck drivers who are asked to
honor the Santa Clara County Central
Labor Council-sanctioned strike.
It was repotted that one truck
driver crossed the picket line this
morning. According to officials of the
Teamsters Union to which the drivers
belong, the union is leaving it up to
the discretion of the individual drivers
whether or not to honor the picket
line.
Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, piesident
of the AFT local, accused the administration of "old fashion block busting" in its efforts to continue deliveries
by picking up supplies at storage warehouses off campus.
At last report, said Dr. Rutherford
humorously, the administration was
picking up supplies at the Lucky’s
Store parking lot on Seventh and
Santa Clara Street.
By picking up its own supplies, the
administration is violating the jurisdiction of the Teamsters Union, according
to Dr. Ruthei ford.
Asked what he thought of the second
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day of strike activities, Dr. Rutherford said confidently, "We are holding
what we had and pielcing up more."
Support from the San Francisco
State
was delayed due to a restraining order issued by the State
Attorney General’s office against the
SFS picket. SFS AFT voted unanimously yesterday morning in closed
session to defy the order.
Dr. John Sperling, a member of the
SJS AFT turd president of the California College Council of AFT, was
served with a restraining order for
picketing at SFS. By violating the
older he can be charged with contempt of court or a warrant can be
issued for his arrest.
The elation expressed by Dr. Rutherford over growing support for the
strike contrasts noticeably with the
picket line.
small numbers in the
In a repert of a count by the earnPtis security office taken over the past
two days, figures show that the peak
picket hour at noon included 189 on
the entire pteket force, in contrast to
figures; from
strike headquarters
which estimated 700 faculty and students at peak hour.
Opposition to the strike continues to
be heard. A petition circulated by the
Professors for Responsible Conduct
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Survey Reveals Non-Strikers
More Unrest
Support Reasons for AFT Strike At S.F. State,
Other Colleges

headed by Erik Petersen, professor of
music, has been signed by 1,100 faculty
and staff .
’The primary function of this college is the business of education. We
of the faculty have a responsibility to
the student, to the taxpayer, and to
the disciplines and dignity of our profession. Irresponsible behavior by selfinterested faculty minority groups,
who have not only encouraged disruption, but have often been active participants, has make a mockery of
these," said Professor Petersen.
In a joint statement issued by the
California College and University Faculty Association (CCUFA), California
State Employees Association (CSEA)
and American Association of University Professors (AAUP), the three organizations have appealed to the Santa
Clara County Central Labor Council
to withdraw strike sanction from the
AFT.

Photo by Ph,1 Stone
DESPITE THE AFT STRIKE, a picket on San Carlos Street continues to read
the Spartan Daily. The strike, now in its third day, has had little effect on
the majority of students and faculty on campus. An administrative count
estimated 189 participants in the picket lines at campus entrances, although
strike supporters indicated a much higher number of strikers.

ASB Council Endorses AFT
Strike and Leadership Role

Student Council late yesterday after- disciplined or fired because of unien many students on campus didn’t really
noon passed by a near-unanimous vote activity or actions of conscience" con- know what was going on in regards to
the strike.
a resolution which "endorses the action cerning the strike.
Finally, the resolution requires that
of the American Federation of Teach’There is a lot of confusion as to
ers (AFT) for taking a leadership role ASB "resources" be used to further what the specifics are and how probOne-fourth of the students agreed
A Spartan Daily random sampling
in focusing attention on" alleged prob- discussion on issues pertinent to the lems should be resolved," he said. "I
of 550 non-striking SJS students yes- with the statement that "If the strike
strike and "to consider other issues don’t think Council by its action Ls
lems in the State College system.
terday revealed that nearly half of would not affect my future as to miliThe resolution, which was approved which this government may vvish to indicating that they expect the strike
those questioned support many of the tary draft or employment when I
by a 13-1-0 vote, was discussed for negotiate with the faculty, administra- alone to resolve these problems."
reasons behind the AFT strike, yet graduate, I would like to see SJS shut
College campuses throughout the over an hour by Council, some of whom tion, or the trustees" as soon as con"I do think, however, that Council
maintain that grievances should be me- down because the present system (ex- state and nation were hit with various argued for definite strike action and frontations can be scheduled.
felt that we must act to support those
diated through other available cept for a few instances) is not ef- forms of violence and strikes yester- some of whom wanted only simple
Senior Representative Eugene Stone, students who will be affected by the
fectively satisfying my educational day.
channels.
the lone dissenter in resolution vote, strike either because. they are striking
recognition of tire AFT strike.
The campus -wide poll by staff mem- needs."
A state of emergency was declared
"This is not a blanket endorsement said he disagreed totally with the AFT or because they are participating."
Of the three-quarters who disagreed at San Fernando Valley State College
bers of the student run newspaper was
of the AFT position in the striice," em- strike.
The resolution, Miner said allows
conducted during a 30-minute period with the statement, a few wrote that where more than 100 demonstrators phasized ASB President Dick Miner to
"I don’t endorse the activities of the students "to deeide if the strike is apthey "disagree vehemently."
starting at 1:45 yesterday afternoon.
clashed with police Wednesday. More Council. "But the strike is worth our AFT and
propriate or not" and to follow the dicI don’t endorse the students
Of the ten open questions pertaining that 200 arrests were made yesterday
The survey showed that more than
response in a very responsible manner." taking part ill the strike, so I couldn’t tates of their consciences.
one-third of the students experienced to why students did not strike, 41 per morning when a crowd failed to disDr. Eldred E. Rutherford, AFI’
some form of guilt feelings when cross- cent claimed striking would jeopardize perse atter police had declared an ille- president of the striking Local 1362. approve the resolution," he said.
A motion by sophomore representaing picket lines, Slightly more than grades and/or graduation.
gal assembly.
admitted last night he was "very tive Ron Zeman to change the wording
Only one-fourth believed the strike
one-third who emssed the lines claimed
Appraximately 100 striking teachers pleased" with the endorsement by
of the proposal to indicate recognition
they experienced no discernable feel- was a power play by the American at San Francisco State yesterday de- Council.
of the. strike by Council hut not necesPartly cloudy to cloudy with urea Federation of Teachers (AFT). Ten fied a non -picketing injunction and reing one way or the other.
"This endorsement, and in particular sarily endorsement was defeated by a *tonal light showers today through
Twelve per cent felt varying degrees per cent thought the strike was in- newed their march at the entrance to
the reasoned and careful terms in 1-6-4 vote.
Sunday. Snow down to 4,000 feet.
of sorrow, sadness, regret and/or pity spired by left-wing anarchists, and 15 that college. Also, the ’forum Repubwhich it was stated, constitutes one
Miner commented later that he felt
High today at SJS: 55.
for the strikers, while 14 per cent deto
help
volunteered
at
SFS
licans
of the most gratifying of a number of
per cent declared they wished they
clared they experienced no feelings of
mediate the strike issue.
in
the
gratifying experiences I’ve had
guilt and that crossing picket lines could strike. but for some mason
The American Federation of Teach- past few clays," he said.
could not.
gave them cause for elation.
ers Local 1821 set up an informational
"In my judgment, this resolution
picket hne of three teachers at Hum- will lend substantial support if) our efboldt State College in sympathy of forts to bring about furuiamental
striking AFT at other state colleges. changes in the educational conditions
Also, about 50 persorts from Sacra- at this college."
Tornorrow’s Communication -In -Residence event ha.s been cancelled due
mento State College picketed the west
The resolution encourages students . to the
strike. Ticket refunds are available from Warren Blumenfeld,
entrance of the State Capitol in sup- "who desire to demonstrate their con2864573, after 5 p.m.
port of SFS’ AFT.
cern" to join the strike or "whatever
*
*
A fire destmyed a lecture and office peaceful action their consciences dicbuilding at Solari College at Vallejo tate" without fear of being denied
Tickets for the Jan. 18 SJS vs. nationally ranked University of Santa
Clara basketball game may now be purchased in the Student Affairs I3usiwhere an expelled student had shouted course grades or credit.
ness Office. Tickets for the Civic Auditorium game are $1 each with a
"the school might be burned down" if
The resolution also asks that no
Black demands were not met. Damage teacher participating in the strike "be
student body card.
was estimated at $40,000.
*
*
*
And at Brandeis University in WalAlpha Phi Omega presents "War Wagon" as tonight’s Friday Flick in
tham, bless., a showdown appeared
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 and 10 p.m. Admission is 45 cents. Starring
imminent between the university adin this western are John Wayne and Kirk Douglas.
ministration and a band of Black stu*
*
dents who are contmlling the school’s
communication system.
Students who have changed their address since registration and have not
filed a change of address with the Registrar’s Office should do so before
Dr. Pascual Miravete, candidate for
Jan. 31, to receive their grades.
the presidency of Mexico in the 1970
election, will address SJS students
"A New Look at. Asia," will be the topic of author Robert H. Andrews’
today.
talk Monday at 7:30 p.m. in JC141. Besides writing "A Lamp For Indi:i
Spon.sored by Pi Sigma Alpha, poThe
Story of Madam Pandit." he ha.s traveled a quarter of a million miles
litical science honorary society, Dr.
a.s a rerngnized Middle and Far East expert. The event, free to the SJS
Miravete will speak in JC141 at 3:45
community, is sponsored by the College Union Program Board.
this afternoem. Club president Grady
Robertson expects a large turnout for
*
*
the speech.
Pre-registration for history majors; and minors and social science majors
Dr. Miravete, a professor at the
Compiled from Associated Press
in upper division and graduate courses will be held in CH241 Tuesday and
A bW introduced National University of Mexico, ie also
SACRAMENTO
Wednesday, from 8:30-11:30 a.m. and from 1-3 p.m. on both days.
into the Assembly yesterday morning a Judge who has written several works
would require state college or univer- on Mexican law. His home is in
* *
sity ofhcials to hold hearings on ex- Acayucan, Vera Cruz.
and
senior
sociology,
ant.hropology
Junior
and behavioral science majors
Claiming to represent a coalition of
pulsion of students or dismissal of
and senior social science majors may pick up their spring pre-registration
faculty members who engage in acts interests in Mexican politics, Dr, Miracards from 9 a.m. until 3 this; afternoon.
of violence likely to interfere with the vete hopes to unseat the incumbent
Photo by Mary Adams
president of Mexico. Gustavo Diaz
peaceful operation of the campus.
*
Ordaz.
A DUMMY, modeled after Carol Hanson, 1969 Winfer Carnival Queen
Physical
education
majors
and
minors, recreation majors, students with
Dr.
Miravete
spoke
to
Stanford
UniThe
Apollo
8
WASHINGTON -Contest Chairman, sits out on Seventh Street to draw applicants to the
Limited healt.h ratings, students in the tutorial program and students whe
astronauts received medals, plaudits, versity students of politieal science at
contest. Today is the last day that applications may be picked up for Win7 received a fall 196R deferral may pre-register for the spring semester Jan
and a standing ovation from Congress a San Jose restaurant. Ile is accomter Carni,a1 Ou-2en They are available between 9;30 a.m. end 1 p.m. on
27 and 28 In WG128 from 9 a.m. to noon and 1::.to until 4 p.m. on both days.
yesterday a.s the nation’s capital hon. printed by his chief of pmtocol, Rafael
Seventh Street and all day a+ the Activities Office, ADM247. Slonosors
Madrazo
mod de neweet heroes,
ore not necessary for the contest, which is open to all girls.
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Guest Editorial

Angry Message
Governor Reagan made the Assembly chamber ring with denunciations
of lawlessness and demands for law

The message. in short.

14 Ste

angry.

denunciatory and punitive. for which
faculty and student strikers have only

and order on college and university
campuses in his message to the 1969
Legislature yesterday. and the anthem’. liked it. Reporters noted that the

themselves to blame. That it offered
no recognition or encouragement for

-long address
only applause his I
dress tame 14 lien he lashed out at campus disorders and faculty strike

ible can lie laid. perhaps to Ileagan’s
lack of sympathy with and understand-

threats.

ing of an urban eiollege’s real needs.
San Francisco Chronicle.

hile he did not specifically mention san Francisco State College. its
current turmoil was nevertheless his
themeand a predictable theme. for
his experience in California and national politics has taught the Governor that no subject brings warmer response and applause than a moral lecture On -autarchy and insurrection- in
the colleges.
Indeed. there is little doubt that
majority’ public opinion. like majority
opinion in the Legislature. was with
him when lie condemned the -unruly
few- for seeking to dose down the
campuses and branded them for -indefensible onslaughts."’ Ile is for
guarding against dangerous excesses
and self-defeating extremes. lie is for
proteeting those who want to learn
and those who want to teach. and he
is foursquare against threats and intimidations.

NO bright sophomore who has exuberantly participated in a strike or
a sit-in or an act of vandalism on the
campus of San Francisco State in recent weeks can have any reason for
surprise at the Governor’s arraignment
or at the whoops it got. A arnings
enough

reforms which the wiser college administrators ronsider urgent and feas-

have been

given

that

this

would be the one sure consequence. of
the turmoil. and they have been luny
borne out.
lt %sill he cause for regret to some
State College trustees and some legislators that nothing was said by the
Governor al
t changes or reforms
in the State Colleges to accommodate
-Mlle of tile
e reasonable student
demands. Ile made no mention of
more adequate funds for expanding
teaching staff. student enrollment and
curriculum in the -Mark studies’.
program. or for financial aid to minority students. Nothing was said
ahout the sound proposal that a board
of lay advisors be created in each
State College community to mediate
with the campus administration. faculty and students on their probletns
and so bring local understanding and
public opinion to bear on tbern.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Richard Battin, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-411Pace Um.

A eduesday. Jan. 8. 1969

President-elect Nixon With Members of His Cabinet

Guest Room

The Purpose of Black Militantism
NI kin IN SNONN B.ARGER
1--eratit Professor of Economics
I 4..00ld like to discuss the purpose of
Black Militantem in order to rationalize
its impette in our environment. This can
be done by developing a conceptual
scheme and point of %ieu which houses
the various actiities subsumed under the
designation of Black Alilitantism.
Consider the Black qua Black and, in
addition. his desire for equal treatment in
our -mit-1y. The beg’
gs of the Civil
Right,
einem in the early 1960s were
based on integration in order to achieve
Black point of view,
equal treatmem.
epitomized by the late Dr. Martin Luther
king. %%as nstensibly
%iolent integration.
ACTS OF VIOLENCE
This mmement pas buffeted by repeated acts of % bele-ewe (e.g. the killing of
the three eiil riAts workers, the bonibing of eliterelies. the slaying of kleelgar
Eyers1 %%hid’ spapned the militants and
their point of %kw. The seeming lack of
progress of the lion-violent philosophy
fueled the militant altitude. Malcolm X,
Stokely Car -hael. Rap Brown, and the
evolutionary eleyeleq .nt of Alithammed
Ali. atte4t to the instituti llll alization of
militanvy. The theme of the militants was
segregation: all Blacks should return to
Africa. Blacks sl
begin their own nation in the 1 .S.. ete.
I
very briefly, reviewed several
salient characteri-tics of the last few years.
These partieular selections are not exceptions, nor are they atypical of the times.
ha their fmor is the fact that they buttress an intellectual framework which
legitimatizes ale current configuration of
eyents.
Integration. as the road to equal treatment, meant equal treatment based on
"Sallielleee** (biological and cultural I. l’he
non-violent. integrationist approach of Dr.
Alartin Luther King was essentially based
upon the notion 111:11. "lee I Blacks) are
the si . as you (Whitest and, censequent1%. should reeeive equal treatment."
Biological and cultural equality was assumed and equal treatment was to follow.

The

EQ1..1l, TREATMENT
41 by the miliSegregat . as’ eel
tants. Meal’s Illls opposite. The militants
demand equal treatment for Blacks, based
not on acceptance, but on representation.
This difference is not a play on words.
The difference is self-respect and pride.
The militants could care less whether
being like Whites.
Blacks are. accepted
demand, however, representation for
their distinctiveness. In short, the militant
road to equal treatment based on "’uniqueness- Ibiological and cultural I.
I lime intentionally dichotomized the
integrae
t. non-siolent, ’sameness", position with the segregati llll ist, militant,
posiion. Part of my argument is that both points of view seek the
equal treatment. I am also
same goal
arguing that the militants w.ant to be able
Ao say. "I’m different, I’m Black." This

alteration in the precondition for eipial
treatment is based on pride and self-respect. For this reason alone, it will be sustained by Black youth. It will endure.
In the interim period between the Civil
War of the IMO,. and the Civil Rights
movement of the luolls. no Black could
say, "I’m different," and expect equal
treatment. Because his social status was
ele facto inferior, the Black individual
aspired to be considered the same as the
hite individual. If the concession of
"sameness" was granted. equal treatment
was to have followed. During this period.
then, the Black had to suppress his
uniqueness. In order to avoid unequal
treatment. the Black disavowed obvious
biological and cultural contrasts.
Our society placed no sueh demand on
other manifestations of minority status.
We did not demand that the members of
the Chinatown-. %%hid’ are dispersed across
America. deny their biological and cultural foundation-. in order to receiye equal
treatment. The Chinese are IS
I of their
uniqueness. ’The Amish are another example. They have self-respect and pride,
yet their minority status does not prejudice their acceptance by, and participation in, our society. These dissimilar examples could be supplemented with other
evidence of minority group pride, e.g. the
Solvang community in California.
HIERARCHY IN LIFE
There may be no way to plaee all religions. cultures. races, ethnic groups, etc.
on an equal footing in the minds of men.
People being what they are. no dimension
of life lacks a hierarchy. But, at least. no
man should be required to repudiate himself in order to receke equal treatment in

the Luited
A man should be as
proud to say. "IM Black," as "I’m White,"
knowing that equal treatment follows in
either easse. I beliee this is the intellectual basis for Black Militantism.
My point is, then, that the Black Militants are giving
almost singlehandeelly
the Black the self-respect to say, "I’nt
different." while he s
haneously antieipates as equal measure of participation in I..S. life. l’he integrationists did
1,0I offer this. They counseled sameness
as the prerequisite to equal treatment.
BLACK IS DIFFERENT
The Black is different. His biology and
culture is different. Ile
he proud
of it. Unfortunalek. he has no Chinatown
or Solvang to phial he can point with
pride. He is not proud of his ghetto and
tourists don’t annually deposit large RIMS
of money in its
elty shops. Therefore.
his pride must he displayed as all intangible. To instill it. to foment it. requires an ideological reservoir. Black
’Militancy prepides it.
My conclusion is that Black Alilitancy
ntay be justifiably condemned on legal
grounds Idestruction of life and property): may be justifiably condemned as
lacking in social grace (the obscenities
and the appeal to emotion). But it must
be granted plaudits as un intellectual
force which today. in contrast to our recorded past, allows Black individuals to
insist on their God-giyen distinctiveness,
without incurring a tax on their inan-made
status as an equal. A Black never was the
same. He should never have had to say it
to insure equal treatme.nt. Ht. is different.
slii,eci,itsy.equal. No prouder man has any

Guest Room

MASC Endorses AFT
By TOM FUENTES
MASC Mentber
The Mexican-American Student Confederation fully supports the position of the
American Federation of Teachers in their
struggle against the racist power structure
for the rights of ethnic minorities and,
equally significant, for a more relevant
alit! edlle ethic."
al system.
It is the question of the legitiniacy of
minority students attending classes that
demands attention. In %iew of the basis of
the Educational Opportunities Program, to
provide
rity poor with the opportunity to attend eollege and thereby survive, combined with the major rationale
behind the strike demands which specify
Increased nimority enrollment and involvement on state college campuses, it
would be inconsistant to demand that EOP
students strike. If an Anglo instructor or
a middle-class White student were to be
flunked or suspended it would nevertheless be relatively simple for hint to re-

enter this society: but for a Chicano or
Black student to fail or to be suspended
might well mean any number of serious
predicautents: not being able to return to
school, having inadequate. qualifications
for a decent occupation, being sent as
ea llllll n fodder to the front lines of Vietnam, etc. As an analogy. it would be fine
for liberal Americans to fast in protest of
the billions of dollars wasted on moon
shots when the same money could be spent
to feed starving Biafrans -- but to ask the
Biafrans to go on the fast?
In this matter it is the policy of MASC
to inform the studenb4 that it is by no
means hypocritical for them to attend
classes. It is, on the other hand, a personal decision to strike or not, based on
the needs of the student and the degree
of his understanding of how the strike
effects him, his people, and ultimately all
peqple.

"N ere Odd you’re all here for the annual Fair and Objective Reporting .kwards
for 1968.
"And now, without further ado, to the
award ... first place for Overall Fair and
Ilbjectie Reporting . . . The San Jose
NIcrcantile-Noose!
"leg, folks. and here he is to accept the
award, the man Phose family 0%118 the
Merchantile-Noose. kir. Dan Bitter. I
must say, Mr. Bitter, you look a little surprised."
"Vi’ell, in a way I am. What with my
family controlling I.t news ’podia across
the nation and nie sitting on the Board
of Trustees, it’s tough to keep track of all
this paper writes. But. then. everyone at
the Alercantile-Noose feels the same responsibility to fair reporting that I do,
since we are the only newspaper in town
and we realize how influential we can be."
"Inspiring words from Mr. Dan Bitter.
a newspaperman’s newspaperman ... And
now, to add a little spice to our ceremonies, we have a short film strip showing
the klercantile-Noose’s history of fair and
objective reporting. Roll ’em, Pete.
"Yes. here we are at Therntopylae,
where 200 Spartans fought the entire Persian Army. The Mercantile-Noose ran a
special Blue-Star edition: ’HARD CORIE
AGITATORS THWART MAJORITY
4 small group of outside agitaWILI
tors from Sparta today used violence in
an unsuccessful attempt to stop a vast Inajority of Persians wishing to enter
Greece.’
"The next story is from Palestine.
around 32 A.D.: ’ROMANS FINALLY
NAIL HII’PlE REVOLUTIONARY ... It
took two years to arrest I , but Roman
Governor Pontius Pilate today viewed the
execution of Jesus Christ. the hippie-type
agitator who had been organizing to make
himself king.’
"On the screen now is the MercantileNoose’s coverage of Galileo’s confessions:
‘ASTROLOGER ADMITS EARTH IS
CENTER ... Galileo, the astrologer who
had claimed to have discovered the sun is
the center of our galaxy, today admitted
he had lied. Excommunication by the
Catholic Church, threatened if he failed
to recant his allegedly heretical statements, had "no hearing" on Galileo’s
change in views, the Pope said.
"Our final story is dated July 5, 1776:
‘KING SAYS DECLARATION A FARCE
... King George III today told newsmen
the "Declaration of Independence" signed
yesterday by a handful of colonists is a
"farce. The people of Great Britain
needn’t worry about violence breaking out
in the colonies," he declared. "The majority of colonists are level-headed and
will not be swayed by a few militant
anarchists."’
"Well, that concludes our film strip.
Thank you, Mr. Bitter, for coming, and
for your consistent history of fair and objective news coverage.
"But before I forget. here is a little
personal gift, a framed copy of the first
edition of the Mercantile-Noose. Here, we
can read the headlines: ‘GOD ACTED
RASHLY, OBSERVORS SAY . . . More
conservative observers were today questioning God’s wisdom in creating man.
"We do not think he would have taken
such rash action had he allowed it to go
" ’"
through the proper committees .
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The Society for Advancement
of Management (SAM) will
sponsor. an Executive Seminar,
titled "Progress. Using Tumorrow’s Technology Today," tomorrow loran 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the Sainte Claire Hotel at
San Carlos and Market Streets.
The fee, including lunch, is $4
for students, $5 for faculty, and
$15 for businessmen. It is payable at the Student Affairs Business Office. Bldg. R.
A major objective of the seminar, according to Bob Guggenheim, co-chairman, is "improvement of communication between
the business and academic communities by presentation and
discussion of ideas of common
interest."
Dr. Milburn D. Wright, dean
of the School of Business, will
give a welcoming address.
Speakers and topics are: Dr.
Peter Zidnak, chairman of Manpower Administration Department at SJS, "Success With Progress:" John Hubbard, Service
Bureau Corporation, "Terminal
Systems:" Miss Heather Sanders,
public relations for PT&T, "Light
for Communications:" Francis
Cochran, Control Data, "Computer Operating Systems:" and E.
A. Haglund, Kaiser Aluminum
and Chemical Corp.. "Putting the
Computer to work fur Management."
Funds provided by businessmen in attendance will be used
to provide scholarships on the
basis of scholastic achievement,
active involvement in SAM and
financial need.

Engineering Prof
Awarded $15,850
NSF Fellowship
Hooper Willians, assistant professor of general engineering arid
coordinator of the industrial administration program of engineering and business at SJS, has
recently been awarded a National Science Foundation science
faculty fellowship.
The $15,850 fellowship will enable Prof Williams to continue
his research and studies concerning the problems of management
of small business and manufacturing enterprises in our modern
technological society.
He plans to request a leave of
absence beginning in September
to complete the required year’s
residency at Stanford University
where he is currently enrolled in
the graduate school as a candidate for the doctorate in ihdustrial engineering,
Prof. Williams began teaching
at SJS in 1965, after 13 years in
industry as a manageptent consultant and general manager. He
says, "I left teaching earlier in
my career as a consequence of a
deep personal conviction that
firsthand experience in the industrial world would enhance my
teaching ability and would surely
give me a broader understanding
of my subject matter."

’Asian, Identity’
Meet Tomorrow
The Asian Experience in America/Yellow Identity/Conference,
will be held tomorrow, at Pauley
Ballroom, ASUC Building on the
U.C. Berkeley campus.
Some of the topics of discussion will be, "Our Asian American Fathers," "A History of the
Chinese and Japanese in America," "The Asian Policy of USA"
and a panel talk by a group of
Asian -American students.
This, the first "Asian Experience in America," is being sponsored by the Asian Students of
Chinese Student Club arid Nisei
Students Club at U.C. Berkeley.

Academic Council Augments
Changes in Grades, Classes

SKIERS PRACTICE ON THE SLOPES for the
Feb. 2 -Feb. 6 Winter Carnival at Heavenly
Valley. Cost of the five day snow excursion is
$13 per person. The ski excursion is sponsored
by the Ski Club, which has arranged the use
of one or two motels at Stateline for skiers.
would-be skiers, gamblers. or would-be gam -

biers. The "living quarters" are only a short
distance from the gambling casinos and Heavenly Valley. This is the second ski trip of the
semester for the ski club, and others are scheduled for the spring semester. Sign-ups for the
trip can be made at the Student Affairs Business Office, Building R.

YD Convention Resolution

Call Hayakawa Ouster
The Young Democrats adopted
three resolutions dealing directly with the San Francisco
State College disorders at the
Young Democrats state convention at the San Jose Hyatt House
Saturday. Several members of
the SJS Young Democrats were
among those participating in the
convention.
The resolutions: 111 endorsed
the strike by the SFSC Local of
the American Federation of
Teachers (2) supported the bulk
of the demands that have been
laid down by the SFSC Black
Student Union; and 131 called for
ouster of Acting President S. I.
Hayakawa and abolition of the
State College Board of Trustees.
The resolution on Hayakawa
was adopted by a widely split
vote. In floor debate, the SFSC
president was denounced as "a
fink," "a fascist," and as ".a. petrified adolescent."
Although he won courteous
applause as he concluded his keynote speech to the YDs, State
Senator Alfred Alquist (13-13th
Dist.) was accused later in the
day or having a "Neanderthal
attitude."
This condemnation of the senator was leveled by James Edwards, spokesman for SJS United
Black Students for Action, who
appeared as a panelist discussing
campus problems.
In other major action at the
meeting, the YDs began plans
for a statewide initiative move to
place on the 1970 ballot a state
constitutional amendment lowering the voting age to 18. A resolution endorsing a San Josebased group of high school students working for this goal, the
United Students for Suffrage,
was adopted.
Alquist readily conceded the
need for careful study of campus issues, including better financing, academic freedom, programs for minority and disadvantaged students, and campus
reaction to a changing society.
And tre said the legislature is
generating solutions to these
problems.
But he warned sternly:
"The situation is complicated,
confused, and made-to-order to
serve the purposes of the handful of hard-core, militant leaders
who see the destruction of our
colleges -- and the resulting official repression - as the first
step towards toppling the entire
social order . . . The success of
militant leaders obviously depends on arousing tacit or overt
sympathy of larger groups and
the apathy of the vast majority.
’The tactic they employ is to
include several legitimate issues
to gain sympathy with demands
which cannot possibly be met,"

he said. "The next step is to
precipitate la w enforcement
measures which, they hope, will
give them the added issue of
’police brutality.’ "
Alquist warned that such tactics are destructive to legitimate
reforms.
Edwards, who followed Sen.
Alquist in discussing the same
subjects, said militants and their
allies have adopted the methods
of confrontation, including violence, to "change the hypocracy
as it exists today in American
society. Students, like Blacks,
find that violence is the only
creative means to get society
to work out the problems we
face."
Historically, Edwards said,
leaders of higher education have
"not been willing to sit down and
talk across the table.".
This accusation was vigorously
disputed by another panelist, Dr.
William Dusel, administrative
vice president of SJS.
Dusel conceded that much of
today’s campus rebellion stem.s
from "an extremely idealistic
student population discovering
the great gap between American
ideals and American actions."
But he argued that the confrontation approach is only justified "when dealing with an irrational person. a bigot, or a
hostile person. And college administrators as I know them are
rational, conscientious people
concerned with doing what’s
right and just."
Other resolutions adopted by
the YDs before their principal
business session adjourned last
night, took these stands:
Urged legalization of the
right to strike and bargain collectively for all public employees.
--Condemned San Francisco
Mayor Joseph Allot for alleged
efforts "to give away the precious open land areas of Forts
Baker, Funston, and Miley in an

’Rights, Anarchy’
Topic of Lecture
Tuesday Night
"Academic Rights and Academic Anarchy" is the subject of
a lecture sponsored by the California State Employees Association (CSEA), and the College
Union Program Board, Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Sidney Hook, professor of philosophy and formerly head of the
All -University Department at
New York University, will be
guest lecturer.
Admission is free.
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underhanded deal with his big
business supporters."
-Condemned all violence in
the 1VliddleErast , and supported
the U.S. protest again.st Israel’s
attack on Lebanon.
Assailed the appointment of
Alaska Gov. Walter Bickel as
President-elect Nixon’s Secretary of the Interior, questioning
his devotion tu the cau.se of conservation.
Urged Rep. Phillip Burton
(D-San Franciscor to seek the
Democratic U.S. Senate nomination in 1970.
Defeated were resolutions urging Sen. Eugene McCarthy (13Minnesota) to seek re-election
to the Senate in 1970 and urging
State Sen. Anthony Beilenson
(D-Beverly Hills) to run for governor in that year.

Ski Conditions
In Bear Valley,
Elsewhere Good
The Northern Sierra received a
light snowfall earlier this week
and more was expected last night
and this morning. Conditions
were reported as generally g’ood
for the weekend.
Squaw Valley has four to four
and a half feet of packed powder.
They pltui to operate 11 chairs,
the gondola, and the 125-passenger tram.
Heavenly Valley will operate
SiX chairs on the California side,
with 22 to 44 inches of pack. Two
chairs will operate on the Nevada side with 45 inches of pack.
Sugar Bowl reports 6 to 12
feet of packed powder and 4 to 5
feet of unpacked snow off the
main runs.
Bear Valley will operate all
lifts. They report 55 to 80 inches
of pack and good to very good
conditions.

A number of txxlicy changes
concerning incempletes, course
wi t
and experilTlent
cla.sses were augmented at a recent Academic C’ouncil meeting.
A student may drop a course
without penalty during the first
six weeks of classes under the
new policy. The only requirement
is the signature of the student’s
itdviser.
Grady Robertson, student representative to Academic Council,
along with James Heath, professor of biology. introduced an
amendment to the motion which
would allow a student to drop a
CiliSS "within first six weeks or
until that student learns the re- I
sults of a first examination."
Robertson, saying the student
is "entitled to have an indication
from the teacher of how he is
doing in a course," chided the
council for being "willing to put
a deadline on the student, but
afraid to put one on a faculty
member."
Although the amendment
seemed to have widespread support, it lost by a narrow margin
of votes.
Also included in the motion
which passed was the provision
that a student doing "C" work
or better in a course may drop
the course by filing the necessary forms with the dean of his
school.
lf, for reason.s beyond his control, a student must drop a
class in which he is receiving
less than a "C" after the first
six weeks, he may file a petition
with the dean of his school, which
must be approved.
A second change applied to
policy concerning incompletes.
Under the new ruling, if a student receives an incomplete in
a course and does not make it
up, it will remain as incomplete
on his trascript, rather than becoming an "F."
The reasons for the change are
twofold. First, the change from
incomplete to "F" involves a
good deal of time and paperwork.

Hardwood lecture
Jan. 17 at 12:30
A verbal and visual presentation of the technology of woods
will be given by Burdett Green,
an authority on hardwood who
lectures at Harvard and M.I.T.,
next Friday at 12:30 p.m. in
IA114.
Green will show slides as well
as lecture on the technology of
woods and will present large
specimen samples on design and
construction for viewing.
Technical and artistic needs of
the students will be given intensive coverage in the lecturc.
/II

KANGAROO
COURT
’Comedy Review’
Fri. & Sat. Nights-8:30
$1.50
Res. Only

292-7428

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

Lette called the restriction an
Seenndl.s it was felt that the 1,,
"utteinpt to inhibit students from
or credit as enough punissm.
to tlit- student, without adding an taking experimental
"F " which would be included in
computing the GPA. The incomplete would not affect ia, GPA
AUTO
Guidelines tor experiment:, i
undergrachuite courses were also
INSURANCE
set at the meeting. The numlwrs ,
Age% 17-25
96 and 196 are reserved for ex-1
Single or Married
perixnental courses.
I’ New low rates for young drivers. Pre After protest hy Roger Lette, .
Student Council representative to ferred or hard to place risks accepted
Academic Council, a paragraph ’ DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
reading that no student will be
Creel. Blvd.
3221 S t
permitted to count more than .
San Jose
two experimental courses toward !
Suite 205
241.6027
his maim wac stricken.
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Over 18
Blood Donors
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
k. $5 per plasma collection.
Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Bessett St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

Moderne Drug Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.. owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE
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NDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1969
9:1:i A.M.
- MORNING SEMINAR
"The Subaqueous Persuasion"
5:45 P.M.
- EVENING FORUM
Timid,. Thoughts from Dr. Sands
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and start final week right.
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I600 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE 293-7700

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
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NOW PLAYING
EXCLUSIVE

TOW N E
1033 THE ALAMEDA-297-3060

"Joyous.’Newsweek.
"****’!New York.
"A gem."Washington.
"A smash."Chicago.
"Funny."Philadelphia.
"Outstanding."Boston.
"Impeccable."Pittsburgh.
"One of the best."
-Christian Science Monitor.
"Go see."National Observer.
"I love it."NBC.

ra.

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people.
Summer and year ’round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For
illustrated magazine with complete details and applications
send $1 00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS),
133, rue Hotel des Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.
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Try the lobster thermidor. ehateaubriand.
shish kabob in our congenial atmosphere. We
feature superb dining at reasonable prices.
Phone now for reservations.
For Reservations
1401 S. First
Phone 292.1266
at Alma
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boautiful movie in history.*

Brendan Gill, The New Yorker
"ELVIIi k M A DIGAN"
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SJS Cagers on Radio

THUNDERBIRD

The !kin; hankethall team In aut
for a clean %weep of its current
Southern California Went Cuat
Athletic Conference road trip.
The Spartan... who opened the
’Pagan. owason with a 03-51 nin
over
sunlit Barbara laid Sat-

GOLF COURSE
221 SOUTH KING RD
259-3335

SPECIAL!

e
urday: %%
mid Loyola tnisernits

night

begin at a
gailltoi
"’clock with Mallon linLini
bromide:v.1
Minn; the iii
Marling at 1:1:i each night.
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"7’he Clothe-401w Souttque
Featuring Campus Casuals,
HELENA’S "DOWNSTAIRS"
OUt & Down To Earth Fashions, Robes, Sweaters, Hosiery,
and Other IN items.
AND

Way

Opening Monday, January 13th:
Featuring Custom Made Jewelry.
MARCIE’S "UPSTAIRS"
Ropes, Beads, Medallions, Accessories, and Hand Knits.

GASOLINE
ReR I:r
29
u
Ethyl
(100

OCTANE)

*REMEMBER: 10% Discount For Students, Faculty, and Staff!
Located just one block mut campus al 212 Smith Third.
between San CarIns and San Antonin
-The Fun Mare
To Shep Or BrOleSt."
P111,111’ 28(1-322

9
32.9

Only at 4th & Williams

Puritan Oil Co.

MEMO
We Pay
BONUS
PRICES
for your used
textbooks
during finals

SIDE HORSE COWBOY Junior
Doug Hill goes through his
side horse routine in preparation for tonight’s meet against
defending NCAA champion University of California. The Spartans play hos+ to the Bears in the SJS gym with the first event
set to begin at 7:30.

GREAT WAY TO GO TO CLASS

$199.00
down
plus fax 8,
license

Minimum
Monthly
Payments

Our 14 store

1969 Volkswagen

bul, ill" power

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN

enables us to
pa\ top prices
for discontinued
texts

formerly Spartan Volkswagen
1560 North Firs+ Street
San Jose
286-8800

"XL,,"’

The Home of the Humble Little Bug

cal
book
131 E. San Fernando
and
457 E. San Carlos

Going
Nuts?

Gymnasts
Collide
With Cal

JAN 13TH -22ND

The SJS gyinnastic team will
open its dual meet season this
evening with the defending
NCAA champion, California
Bears.
The first event will start at
7:30 in the Spartan gym.
The Spartans have been idle
since their fine showing Dec, 13,
in the San Jose Invitational,
when Jim Turpin won a vietoty
in the trampoline an d Joe
Sweeney was first in vaulting.
The layoff was good for the
Spartans, according to gymnastic
coach, Bob Peavy.
"We will be in good shape both
physically and psychologically,
and I look for our men to give
their top performances. Traditionally teams that meet Cal are
zit their best," said Peavy.
Returning to full strength are
several Spartans who were not
100 per cent healthy in the San
Jose Invitational. Steve Fletcher
is back after suffering a broken
ankle. Jim Turpin will be at full
strength on the rings vaulting
and free exercise, and Winston
Ashizawa is ready on the rings.
Peavy says that there is no
hope for his team to defeat Cal.
but adds that the Spartans will
"make Cal work for every point
they earn."

Busy Slate
For Matmen
A full slate of wrestling is
scheduled for tomorrow afternoon in the Spartan Gym as the
Spartans, Humbolt State, Long
Beach State, and Southern Oregon clash.
Action starts at 2 p.m. with
the Spaitans meeting Humbolt
and Long Beach meeting Southern Oregon.
At 4:30 S3S will face Southern
Oregon, and Long Beach will
meet Humbolt. At 7:30 SJS
meets Long Beach State
Just prior to Christmas vacation the Spartans lost to Fresno
State 15-14.
The Spartans will have few
changes in their lineup. Their
most consistant winners, according to wrestling coach Hugh
Mumby, haVe been Garry Ramstetter, 160; Walt Thatcher, 167;
Paul Halting, 177, and Cleve
Holt. 191.

CHARTER
FLIGHTS
EUROPE-Summer ’69
11 dates to pick from! Write or

SAVE UP TO 50%
io DAys We’re right behind
"FASHION MAGIC"
ONLY!
1-,u2 11’11111)1AN

call immediately for information
and applications. Reserve early!
Pure Jef on Certified Carriers
ROUND TRIP
$189
New York/London
ROUND TRIP
Oakland/London
$289
Oakland/Amsterdam $299
ONE WAY $169

T-M TRAVEL
60 N. First St., San Jose. Calif.
Ph. 14081 293-1031

The winter has come now and
you’re couped up in the stuffy indoors feeling lazy and getting out
of shape. How about getting bark
into the grooNe ith a health program tailored especialk for Non?
’The gents can work away that winter fatigme and gals can look thrir
best ! Stop by and see.

BOB MANN’S

San Jose
Health Club
295-9910

413 E. Santa Clara

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO

EUROPE ---

RESERVE NOW SPACE IS LIMITED
NON STOP DC -6 JETS

MEALS

I. San Francisco -London
LV June 30th
#2. S.F./London/S.F.
LV June 15
RET Sept 11

GREAT

1N.FLIGHT SERV10E

ONE WAY

$169

ROUND
TRIP

$277

#3. S.F./London/S.F.
ROUND
LV June I2th
$277
TRIP
RET Sept 10th
#4. S.F./London/S.F.
ROUND
LV Jun 26th
$277
TRIP
RET July 310
#5. S.F./London
ONE WAY
$125
LV Sept I I
These flights are open to students, faculty, staff, ernploy,es
and their immediate family, All passengers must pay a SIO
registration fe with their ir fare.

PHONE (415) 392-8513
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103
Please mail me info on flights
Name
Shale+
City, State & Zip --.

-
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si I DE.NT AND I.’ ICI LTY RATES
GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$1.00 Bucket for 50

to-

’Romantic’ Recital
In Concert Hall
At 8:15 Tonight

6 Bergmans
To Be Shown
In Festival
Titled "The Theology uf Ingmar Bergman," a series of six
film.s by the Swedish director
will be presented by the Experimental College in Morris Dailey
Auditorium beginning Saturday
and Sunday and ending Sunday,
Jan. 19.
Wednesday’s Spartan Daily
stated incorrectly that the free
series would begin Friday.
"Wild Strawberries" begins the
series at 8 p.m. on Saturday and
is followed at 10 p.m. by "The
Seventh Seal."
"The Virgin Spring" will be
shown at 7 p.m. Sunday and
"Through a Glass Darkly" follows at 9 p.m.
Completing the series Sunday,
Jan. 19 will be "Winter Light"
at 3 p.m. and "The Silence" at
8 p.m.
Called by critics the most
fascinating personality in modern
Swedish film, Bergman treats
the struggle between good and
evil in the lives of contemporary
people.
Robert Wilhelm, director of religious education at Newman
Center, wili introduce each film.

DR. WAHEED SIDDIGEE on sitar and Dr.
Habibo Brechna on tabla here prepare for
their concert, "Sounds of Sitar, sponsored by
Association of SJS,
the newly formed
which will be presented Saturday night at 8
in Concert Hall. The sitar is the most popular
stringed instrument of India, having existed
there in its present form for approximately
700 years. Fashioned from a seasoned gourd

’TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Special Student Rental Rates
Thr months rentI applies To purchase price ef any
machine if you dcid fo buy.

w.

’21

3 months
manual

also rnt lectrics, portable nd standard.

Can Pe Typewriter Ce.
293-6383

Established 1900

24 South Second

W N
A COMPLETE WEEK IN

SQUAW VALLEY
SIGN UP FOR THE SEMESTER BREAK
SKI WEEK
Feb. 2-7, 1969
5 all day lifts
5

nights lodging

5

Breakfasts

5

Dinners
All for $67.50 each

Olympic
Village
Hotel

Two
per
rOOM

The FREE week award will be made at
Squaw Valley.

Sign up at: Freeman’s Ski Chalet
$25 deposit -244 S. 2nd (close to campus)
Further Info: Bob Kraft 266-0952 (1-5 P.M.)
Barry Scott 294-8667 (5-9 P.M.)
Your Campus Representatives

and teakwood, it has a track of 20 metal frets
with six or seven main playing strings above
them, and 19 sympathetic strings below. The
instrument is tuned to the Raga being played.
Dr. Siddigee and Dr. Brechna will give illustrations of the various techniques involved in
their music. General admission is $1.50 and
students und faculty will be charged 75 cents.

Artist on Strike;
Gallery Is Closed
Doors to the Main Art Gallery
remained closed yesterday despite
attempts made to keep the gallery open, a source in the Art
Office has reported.
The decision to close the gallery was made by Gallery. Director John Hunter and artist
Kim Newcomb, whose exhibition
of "Plastic Man" was on exhibit
this week.
Both men are on strike.
Although the gallery was open
Monday and Tuesday, "the art
exhibition program will be suspended until further notice,"
Hunter has pasted.

CHARTER FLIGHTS
8fh successful year
$249 LONDON R. T.
Aug. 31
June 25
$298 LONDON/AMSTERDAM
June 16 -- Sept. 14
Study Courses available in
Heidelberg, Paris, Salzburg
Erika KAHN CSC, 213-274 0729
c/o SIERRA TRAVEL INC.
9875 Sonia Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills 9021 2

Why drive to
San Francisco?
You can enjoy exotic meals in
San Jose, at Cafe Indonesia.
The only restaurant of its kind in
the area, and only minutes away
from campus.
Be our guests tonight for a
unique dining experience.

Cale Yittione4ia
Closed Mon. Tus.
445 W. San Carlos
297-9910

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

Dailey To Show
Beatle Movie,
’Mystery Tour
"Magical Mystery. Tour," a
color production directed by and
featuring The Beatles, will be
shown Wednesday evening at
7:30 and 9 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
This film, which will not appear at commercial theaters or ,
be I
on American television,
accompanied by two movie
shorts. The pair of features are
’’A Fool on The Hill" and "The
Walrus."
Although admission is free to
SJS students and faculty, tickets
must be picked up in advance at
the Student Affairs Business
Office behind Spartan Bookstore.

111 1.:%ctiing of Romantic
will be presented by the
SJS Music Department tonight
at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
No admission will be charged
for the duo recital, which features Cheryl) 1VIelott on violoncello and Marilyn Beebe on piano.
Included in the program are
"seven Variations on a theme
from Mozart’s Magic Flute" by
Beethoven. "Sonata No. 2 in
Major" by Brahms, Frank’s "Sonata in A Major," and Beethoven’s "Sonata No. 4 in C Major."
Miss Melott was the winner
of the Sat/ Jose Music 1968
Young Artists Award and scholarships.
Marilyn Beebe has tvvice appeared as soloist with the SJS
Symphony Orchestra and has
accompanied prominent musicians in the Bay Area. In addition, she has been the recipient
of the Theodore Presser and Sigma iota Alumni Awards.

Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
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posters
study aids
free press
berkeley barb
more than 60,000 titles
County’s Largest Selection of Poperbacks

KIT’S
BOOKS
West Park Plaza
t Payn

378-8400

Sundey 12 crn.12 p.rn.
Mon. thru Sat. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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you. come

Starting Monday Jan. 13, 9 A.M.

2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-8404
N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 294-7033

*VW villAV
261 E. William between 6th and 7th

SALESMEN’S SAMPLES
"LATEST FASHIONS FOR THE COEDS"

1969 Capra

Percussion Group
Plans Premiers
A Percussion Ensemble will
be presented in Concert at 8:15
p.m. Tuesday in Concert Hall.
Four of the 10 program selections will be world Premiere
performances. They are "Octet"
by Michael WelLs and Anthony
J. Cirone’s "Japanese Impressions, 4/4 for Four and Triptych."
Wells, Et percussion major at
SJS, will perform his selection
for the first time here. The work
consists of orchestra bells, xylophone. vibes, marimba, timpani,
three tom toms, and a battery of
smaller instruments for reinforcement.
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO S

IACCIS
AATE to Strike!
The American Association of Taco Eaters is
lodging a formal protest with the management
of Tico’s Tacos. They say that unless the prices
are raised to somehow meet the satisfaction
received by Tico’s contented customers that
they will picket within two weeks. Help prevent this proposed strike by visiting Tico’s
often and taking advantage of their great
food and low prices.

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James
_..-

No clowns. No hoopla. No
funny hats.
This is an event for the serious
ear buyer. The man who has X number of dollars to spend and is determined to get his money’s worth and
maybe more.
Come to a Chevrolet Showroom
during our Value Showdown.
Ask the man tn show you, nn
paper, how you can order most any

1969 Chevrolet with a big V8 and
automatic transnkission fur less than
you could last year.
Come in and spend some time.
Dig. probe, ask questions, take notes.
You owe it to yourself to be thorough.
tio for a drive.
Get a free sample of Chevrolet’s
luxurious full -coil, cushioned ride.
Shut the windows And see hov.. fresh
the interior stays, thanks to Astro

Ventilation. Feel the kick of the biggest standard V8 in our field.
Then go down the street or across
town and see how we stack up against
Those Other Cars.
We think you’ll wind up with a
Chevy.
More people do. you know.
MOW
Putting you first, keeps us first.

The Chevrolet
Value Showdown is on.
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Japan Exchange Applications Open

Spartaguide
TODAY
The Iranian Student Association, 2 !Ern., (11 rive Rapt t
Church, 10th and San Fernando
Streets. Lecture: "Thv Constitution of Iran" by Ilamid Kossary.
The MitaDm students,’ Assort11111111111111111111illunini1111111111111111–

NEE
POSTERS
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’The qalleot
BARRACKS 15
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

*Don, 12.30 p.m, LN201. Friday
prayers meeting.
"Friday Flick," 7 rind 10 p.m.,
Nforris 1)ailey Auditorium. Film:
"War Wagon," sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega.
SAT U RDAY
Sparta CM. 8 p.m.. 435 S. Fifth
St., Apt. 4. Encounter group between "ABC" and "FOB."
Yellow Nymporhun: "The Asian
Experience in America," 9 a.m.30 p.m., Pauley Ballroom, Stuilird Union, University of Califirrnia at I3erkeley. AAPA.
Width Hillel, 8 p.m.,
Temple Emanu-El, 1010 University Ave., San Jose. Dance to
music of the Experimental Flash.

Admission $1.50. Rides available
by calling 241.38.53.
Alpha Eta Sigma. 7:30 p.m..
Clubroom, Fourth Street Bowl,
1441 N. Fourth St. Election of
officers for spring semester.
India AssorbstIon of San Jots.,
8 p.m., Concert Hall. Nlusic Bitig.
"Sounds of Sitar" program.
Corrununication- in- Residence,
9 a.m., Bridge Nfountain. Nleet
at 8 a.m. between the Nlen’s rind
Women’s Gym for rides.

Campus Crusade for Christ,
9 p.m.. 384 E. Williams, in the
Rec room. "College Life."
The Muslim Students’ MauritsDon, 6 p.m., ED210. Weekly
studies meeting.

SPARTAN DAILY ADS
SELL FOR YOU

Spartan ()Hoeft 6 p.m., Cafe-

NEW HOURS
10:30-12:30 Tue.-Th.
9:30-12:30 MWF
1:30-3:30 DAILY
ROOM JC 206
11.1101,,

,,,,,,, ....1

ow. Coy

01968 II

Porton Can

MFU Registration
For Winter Term
Now in Progress
"The hlidpeninsula Free University (MEC; is the most upfront radical university in the
country" and the "issues that
students are fighting for across
the country are a fact of life of
the Free U..." says Marc Porat
of the MFU.
Registration for winter quarter
of the MFU, 1968-69, began J all.
2. More than 250 courses are
available in arts, crafts. philosophy, leisure and politics.
Registration fees are $2 for
high school students and $10 for
everyone else.
Registration is at the Free U
store, 1061 El Camino. Menlo
Park. Catalogs and more inforimition is available at 328-4941.

EUROPE
on. way
CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
London to San Francisco
July 31, August 5 and 12
San Francisco to Paris
August 27, September 8
San Francisco to Stockholm
August 31
A limited number of spaces
9re available for faculty, staff,
and students of The California
State Colleges
Fare: $225 one

way

For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Halloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132

g,
interiude
GOES
t

Al/

Playtex. invents the first-day tampon"’
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it’s softer and sillcy (nor cardboardy).
Inside: it’s so extra absorbent ...it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45
more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it’s different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
hiside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
Try it fast
Why live in the past? I;

plazex..

4:atom-Pis

katese-Jzzcsazanuersrev-ol

Kaydettes, 6:30 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Lounge,
Phl Upellon, 3:30 p.m., MEL
h:leetion of officers. At 4 p.m., in
HE5 for an open meeting.

Country
Western
TOM KELLY
BONNIE BEE
and
" HE ROUNDERS"
lea t, ring

sslr$199COMPLETE
DINNER

"We Just Look Expensive"

i4,

intedude
3rd and Santa Clare, San Jose

B’NAI B’RITH HILLEL
Dance To The Music
Of The Experimental Flash
Saturday, January I I, at 8:00 p.m.

shildren’s
books

Rot

CAR P001, :

GRAND OPENING
of I.

COLOR PORTRAIT
STUDIO
Jan. 13.19
Coniplintriatam rale, IT.
obligation
come in A

Temple Emanu-El, 1010 University Ave., S.J.
$1.50 (Hillel affiliates $1)
Refreshments served

Q STORE,
BOOKINC.

only
Student Special -Jan. &
color portrait
w,’ASB, $10 Open mem day except Tun. 1.4 p.m.
!ilia.. Non .

Thum.. Fri., TO p.a.

other hon. It, appointment. Call
287.3330 or 2944914

will drive or need a ride,
please call 241.3853 evenings.
Ott

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS II!

MONDAY

tt,It.SMENT ART %URI NEEDCD

to promote better relations.
Students 18 years old or cwer
can obtain applications at the
campus foreign language office,
Building N. Return application
date is Jan. 14, with preliminary
selection of the exchange students to Japan slated Jan. 16.
There is no language requirement, but applicants are expected
to provide round trip transportation funds.

TUESDAY

t4.11t4 Chinese (’Iub, 8:30 p.m.,
463 N, Fifth St., Apt. 4. An "encounter" on American-born and
Chinese-born relations.

Spartan TH-C, Third and San
Antonio Streets. Morning Seminar - 9:45 "Subaqueous Persuasion:" Evening forum: Timely
thoughts of Dr. Sands.

SOLD

teria B. General meeting to dis
cuss ski trip.
S.D4 IlLingtaballts Cluh, 7:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria B. Talk on: "Role of
Linguistics in Working with Migrant Children" by Lily Wang
Flood.

Week -end Co-lter, 12.30-4.301 eft
p.m., Women’s Gym. Basketball,
ping-pong. badminton.
Swimming from 1-4 p.m.

SUNDAY

Pacific Neighbors, San Jose
City’s semi-official corporation to
promote her sister city Okayama, Japan, is taking applications from college students for
their summer exchange program.
Applivants must be Santa
Clara County residents.
Since 1957 Pacific Neighbors,
in conjunction with her stster
city Okayama, has traded two
students from June until August

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for mar. r good students. Also
excellent say.. ,. ’or single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
SOUND OF SITAR. India Association
presenting on Jan. Ilth, 1969 at 8 p.m.
Concert Hall. Call 287-3930 for info.
JET FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Oakland/London/Oakland - June 19Sept. 6-$285. Los Angeles/Amsterdam/Los Angeles - June 22 -Sept 13
- WS.
40 ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO:
Amsterdam-Londan-Athens-LisoonYugoslevie-Japan. For information: VIC Club
(213) 877-2271 or write 12735 Kling
Street. 5.0clio City. Calif. 91604.
WHIPS7; GROUND HOGS!: Chains?:
2 2! -OVE’!: Wasserman. Elaine +
.Irns Brent: There s gonna be a
h..rhh.n. Flngers crossed? - Good
Luck! Go to it.
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL - 2 for
1 sale, sample boutique shop. Starting
Mon.. Jan. 13. Your favorite labels at
lower prices. SAMPLE VILLAGE 261 E.
Will.am.

BABYSITTER NEEDED! $3 a day, 3:00
to 6:30 p.m. Three or more days a week.
I Call 259-2044 after 7 p.m.
NEED STUDENT WITH CAR to care for
2 boys and It. housework - 8 a.m. to 12
noon - $1.50 hr. 258-5090.
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Men & Women
be a part-tirne rep. for Sky Corp. Show
:osmotic line or House Care products.
Liberal earnings. Come to a Sky opportunity meeting. Mon. Tues. Wed. Jan.
13, 14 & 15. 7:30-9:00 p.m. St. Claire
Hotel. No obligation.
WANTED: A livein babysitter, oriental
from Hawaii preferred. Free rm & board
& sm salary. 292-6242. Alice lwashita.

AUTOMOTIVE (2/
’67 VW FASTBACK. Blue w -sunroof.
.on. Call 298-3299 after
Good
4 p.m.
’67 SAAB, Low miles, oil injection, excellent cond.. deluxe interior. Best offer,
must sell. 295-6845 after 6.
’63 CHEVY BEL AIR. $700 or best offer.
Exc. condition. Call Bill at 742-5389
after 6 p.m.
64 CORVETTE. Blue w/black interior.
4 spd, marls, exc. condition. $1800 firm.
Call 964-2527.
TRANSFERRING EAST. Must sell ’64
VW w/sunroof, radio, 3 extra tires. $790
or best offer. 294-5590 or 292-6324
evenings.
1963 HONDA 160. $225 or offer. Engine rebuilt. one year ago. Call 2871255.
19S1 PLYMOUTH. 4 door. $75. Call
Dick at 264.3956.
FOR SALE 13)

HOUSING

( S.

MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE. Best food in town. Linen &
maid service. On campus, 237 E. San
Fernando, off. 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk.
293-6345.
GIRLS! 2 bdrm. modern. furn. aPt 1/2
block to SJS. II/2 baths. 292-1327.
NOW RENTING for spring. 2 & 3 bdrrn.
Nicely furnished. shag rugs, pool, rec.
room. 470 S. I I th, # I, 287-7590.
EXTRA NICE, LARGE ROOMS for rent.
Kitchen Priv. Private home. Single $45/
rno. Double $60/mo. Girls only. Privacy
& parking. 8 min. from campus. Call
259-9519
3 GALS NEED FOURTH. Spring Sem.
Repainted, 2 bdrrn. Sundeck, pool, TV.
$55/rno. $30 dep. Cell 295-2013 after 5.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY: GIRL to share
2 bdrm. apt. with I other. $48/mo. 65 S.
9th, #2. Call 294-5139 evenings. Ask
for Linda.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED for
Spring semester. Large. $40. 555 S. 8th.
Cali 294-2899.
CONTRACT FOR SALE for Spring Semester. Halls of Ivy, 114 S. I Ith. Call
297-1814,
FEW APTS LEFT for Spring. 2 & 3
bdrm, Nicely furnished, shag rugs. pool
rec rm. 470 S. I Ith #1. 287-7590.
MALE ROOMMATE wanted, 1/2 block
from campus, own room, ell util pd,
Feb. I. $60/mo. Cali 287-5260.
FOR SALE: DORM CONTRACT in
Moulder Hall, Spring semester. Call
Sacchetti at 294 2927 Rm 329.

U.S. SURPLUS. Navy Pea coats. Field
jackets. Bel. bottom pants, leather &
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIP
PIE FASHIONS - lace & velvet good
ies. JACK’S & PAT’S, 3rd Hand Store,
375 E. Hedding St. Between 8th &
9th St. Free Parking. Open Sot. & Sun.
Closed Mondays.
WOOD LATHE SIS. Radial drill press
rand. Both are new. 60 E. San Fernando. Phone 292-0409.
SONY TC-200 Portable Tape Recorder.
Almost new for $160. Call 354.2458.
SAVE SW Build your own light show.
Plans & schematic for 4 -channel color
organ. $1.00. Wayne Thompson, Box 244.
El Granada, Calif. 94018.
INVESTORS
20 Acres Santa Clara Co. $13,500 total.
10% down, road & year-round spring.
20 mi. south of S.J. Owner (415) 9682885.
ZENITH CIRCLE of Sound Stereo, Solid
State, 80 Watts, Nearly New. Call
287.7977.

FEMALE SHARE 2 lo/apt. Own room.
Across from 5...15 lib. 185 E. San Fernando #8 (rear) w/util. $50. No pets.
NEEDED: MALE Roommate to share
large 2 bdrm apt, swmpool. $62.50.
287-5725.
CLEAN CASUAL Prelaw Sr. 26 seeks
priv rm in shared house, apt to $65. KR 19 units. 293-1233.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for spring
semester. 439 S. 4th St. Apt. 20. Call
298-1125.
ATTRACTIVE, NEAT, Stylish apt across
the street from the library - A Female
roommate wanted to share with two
others - $33 ’rno. Cell 292-4069.
I OR 2 GIRLS needed to share 2 bdrm
apt w/2 others. Modern. $50/mo. 643
S. 8th. 294.4749.
CONTRACT FOR SALE for Spring Semester. "Halls of Ivy,- 114 S. 1 Ith. Cell
295.2639.
2119F2E.MALE ROOMMATES to share apt
with 2 other girls. $42.50/mo. Call 2873R0E8F81 E D FURNISHED Rooms. Males
Kit priv. No Smoking or Drinking. 293 PERSONALS

CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged. married. shar.
ing water. George Larimore. Old Town,
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
FOR RENT! Portable TV. $8.00 per
month. Call after 5 p.m. 294-7238.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2 mi.
from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Check our prices. Compare our Quality.
Call Mark, Bill & Wally. Air San Jose,
Hillview Airport. 259-9111.
HEATHERLEE DAY NURSERY
"Summerhill" type philosophy. C.all 2971523 or 286-4540.
LEARN TO FLY. New flight club, offering limited memberships. 2 airplanes,
$11.50 per hour dual, four place $9.50
wet. Call after 5. 298-1978 or 259-4555.
TRANSPORTATION

,P)

SHARE DRIVING to Wisconsin or nearby state. Leaving after finals. 287.7977.

17)

WORLD PEACE BEGINS IN YOU. Dial
Peace of Mind. Day or Night, 294-3333.
01

To Place

SERVICES ill
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM ESCHES
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric,
Mastres - Reports - Dissertations. Mari
anne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave. Call
371-0395. San Jose.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term papers, etc. Call 258.4335.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles. 948.1781.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast.
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs, Baxter.
Phone 244-6581.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 243.
6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p
TYPING - THESIS. term papers, etc.
Experienced & fasr. Phone 269.8674.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

yotiN

V
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an ad:

1

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily

1(
A
F.
si

1:30 to 3:30
Tues.- Thurs.
10:30 - 12:30

a

MWF
9:30- 11:30

ti
a

WANTED: Port. Stereo. Solid State 4;0, Auto Phono w/AM/FM/FM stereo
or low wattage stereo receiver. 292-3860.

handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

HELP WANTED la)

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

ANY STUDENTS who have
Photography work on the
of the new College Union
tact Gale Amur. 294-6414,

done Art or
construction
please conExt. 2763.

.50

CHECK
n Announcements (1)
[I] Automotive (2)
tor Sale (1)

.50

tl
tl

1,
No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Two days Three days four days

-LSO
2.00-2.00- -2.50-2-.5-0- 3.003.5-03700

8

I’S de.
246

CLASSIFIED RATES
One day

a
ti

1-77

STUDENT FOR B. SITTING. 10-12 hrs.
per week. At $1.50 an hr. Next sem.
CaII Laurie Allen 293-1429, I4th St.

Minimum
Thrtle lines
One day
3 linos
4-11iiiii5 linos
6 lines
-Add this
amount for
each add.
tonal line

1.

Send in

2.25
2.75
3.25

3.n
.50

Five days
7,

2.40 -LID
2.9-03.00
3.50
3.40
3.90
4.00
.50

.50

A CLASSIFICATION
1:J Personals (7)
Help Wanted (4)
Services (8)
Housing (5)
n Transportation (9)
Lost and rand (6)

11

Print Name
For
Address
Enelosed is
City
Phone
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Days

.r

1

